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Purine the past two or fcliroe decades special 
dapartnenta h a «  -pXdX, d ^ o p l  -  « * —  »  ~  
public school syotono— -training in opooial subjects auoh 
as; homo economics, phyaloal education, nusio, commercial, 
and induatrial arts was gradually added to the curriculum 
during: this period because of a demand on the part of the 
people for preparation in praotioal arts. Educators also 
realized the importance of such training and were anxious 
to promote special activities. Hi addition to having t o- 
oatlonal valuaa. 
for avooatlonal pursuits.
Although the value of special activities is ad­
mitted by educators and parents, there seems to be a 
tendency to emphasize the old traditional subjects both
in resneot to time and
natural that new subjects
finance, perhaps it is only
and departments receive less
attention than the old until they
themselves. Duch special departments have grown up
competing for space in 
ing, and for financial
have completely proven
the curriculum and school build-
si^jport.
Statement of the ^roblon
Because of tie place special departments ocoqpy 
in the school otirrioulUD and because of different emphasis 
placed vpon the various departments, it a ©eras important 
to determine the relative place they occupy and the relative 
proportion of money spent for cacti subject, also to make 
comparisons in esttruomn'ictHar activities conducted by 
special teachers and to show types of special activities 
conducted by schools of various sizes,
purgQ8.»
•
This study IS undertakes* to determinei
1, The amount of money spent in srpeoial departments in 
the schools of Minnesota for s luipment and supplies, 
exclusive of salaries,
2, The relative salaries of tenriiera in those special 
departments,
3, Teacher load in these special departments,
4, The cost per student hour in 'those department s.
5, Teacher load in extraourrioulir activities.
Method yod in |he dtudy
Questionnaires covering tho necessary Information
3were mailed to various superintendents of oity school 
districts. of the 375 polled, replies were rocalved from 
166 schools or an approximate 41 percent of the total.
These returns were used as a reliable return. However,
“ r fifte 0 n  " H r  l"oluded* au# to la<*of suffioient information.
The mailing list was obtained frost the Minnesota 
High School League Bulletin, Volume 35, Ho. 3, November 
I960. Three hundred and seventy-five schools were select­
ed from this list and three others were added because of 
immediate professional acquaintancea. one questionnaire 
was sent to each school and addressed to the superintendent 
of schools.
It was assumed in this study that the superin­
tendent was the individual beat qualified to complete 
the report. The position of superintendent should qualify 
him as the authority neoessary to 
responses.
Table I, on the following
of the school according to total iiigh school enrollments 
(grades 7-13), and also the percentage of the total repre­
sented by eaoh group.
make the most correct
page, shows the also

ofgiving the investigator the type 
they thought waa de aired. Incidental 
used in parts of the questionnaire 
It undoubtedly is true that 
interpretations have been given to 
in the questionnaire. This is unavo 
the oars used in constructing the
Although there are a nunbe 
inaccuracies, it Is fel|t that the 
the returns is valid enough to warrant 
vestlgation.
neyieg of Utqrqturo
statistics.There are many
about teaching load. Ifcst recent 
by Oswald Tufte1 who conducted "A 
of Teaohers in Accredited schools 
during the year of I960. His aurve 
had little influence on salary or*4
" • not bolne pald on 1310 —  sof °  “that the eleaontary teacher is not
1 Oswald Tufts, "A flurtrey of the
in Accredited schools of Eastern Worth Dakota*, unpublished 
Waster1 s Thesis. University of Worth Dakota, August 1950,
p.
info m a t  ion wiiloh 
memory was no doubt 
returns.
unintentional mis- 
the problems presented 
idable regardless of 
questionnaire, 
r of delimitations and 
information derived from 
computing and in-
surveys, and articles 
among these is a study 
Survey of the Time Load 
of Eastern Worth Dakota" 
y indicated that time 
that women as a grot#
Re concluded
being paid what site is
Time Load of Teaohers
worth.
Starr H. King, writing in
Teacher* states: "How different the atnosphere ourround-
as comparedlng the football ooaoh 
the school. He enjoys 
vision of instruction, 
suoh immunity.*2
A very recent version of 
ed in an article by X.X*. Kandel 
erroneous the popular Version of
6
the M. laaoaohusett*
with other teachers in 
uni ini ted froodon from any super­
other teacher would bo permitted
chine load la preaent- 
he declares, "How 
teacher's career is 
udy released at the
works 4B hours a week.
more than adequately proved in a
end of Maroh by the Natiional Education Association. Ac­
cording to this report, entitled 'Teaching Load in 1950* 
the average classroom teacher in the nation's schools
Xn addition to the actual hours 
of classroom teaching time must be found for correcting 
papers, preparation of lessons, supervising study halls, 
monitoring, making out records, and sponsoring school 
activities.
further, the social situation presents new and 
more dlffioult problems with which the teacher has to 
cope, overcrowded buildings and lack of equipment do
2 Starr U. King, "Is the Ooaoh a 
House. Vol. 24:420, March 1950.
Oood Teacher?*, Clearing-
not slnpllfy the conditions for instruction and eduoatlon."3
we hare further evidence ay T.K. Dawes in the "Azaeri- 
oan 3ohooX Board Journal• where he declares, "The 'teaching 
load1 refers to the amount of work which a teacher does 
each day or week* The concept hai grown to include all 
the work done by a teacher in connection with her position* 
(a) the actual hours of teaching, (b) the hours given to 
preparation of sohoolwoife, olorioal tasks, and other neces­
sary duties*"4 *
A ouzsnary of 0<})a questionnaires sent out by "The 
Nations schools" showed that, "Many administrators deplore 
the trend toward 'piece work* in the teaching profession. 
•Hire teachers, if possible', advises one schoolman, 'who 
have cultivated or will cultivate the professional atti­
tude* • Teachers ore rapidly lowering themselves to the 
portal-to-portal basis,"6
w.R* Knox declares, "No distinction should be
made between curricular and extra* mrrioular 
but rather to consider all phases of school
activities, 
work as
3 I*L* Kandel. "Toaohdr's Lot". School and Society. Vol.
73*978-79, Juno 16,19r ----------------
4 T.E, Dawes, "Teaohing Load and Sohool Goats", American
School Board Journal. Vol. 117*33-34, July 1948.
6 Nations aohools. Vol. 39*30, June 1947
be done. We do, however, attempt
a r a e S
equally important and the two phases making up the Job to
ourrioular activities equally, one. in case a major activity
8
to divide the extra-
teacher's day, we decrease
8
*
takes a greater percentage of the 
her teaching load proportionately.
In a further review of literature as it pertains 
to extracurricular load, X,W. Clublne states, "The extra­
curricular load increased as the site of the school in­
creased and that the instructional load tended to decrease 
as the else of the sohojol increased."6 7
In a study of 2128 teachers, their respective 
teaching load and their pay schedule, J.H. 3haw and O.H. 
Krablin who made a survoy of over 400 schools in Hew York, 
using the questionnaire method contended, "Practically all 
schools have some type of extra pey for extra service 
polioy but both policy and/or practice is confused or 
chaotic in many instances and ever contradictory in a few. 
The program of extra pay ifor extra service has
been carried so far in
some instances all dutlies outside
6 w,R, Knox, .ixtra Pay for Extra,
Vol, 69:41-42, December 1949,
individual
7 X.W, Olublne, "T< 
Ontario", Doctor's The ,
school systems that in 
of actual class meetings
work*, school Executive.
hoad in the seoondary Schools of 
Hew York university, 1944,
9salary Increases -There 
basic salary schedules, 
s was uncovered by the
seem to have been contracted for on an individual piece­
meal basis| This may be aooounteci for partially by on 
administrative attempt to provide 
boards were unwilling to increase 
althou gh no direot evidence of thl 
study,*®
At a workshop early in January 1951, representatives 
of the Amerloan Association for Health, Physical Education, 
and Reoreatlon discussed the question, About Extra
Compensation for Additional aohool Service?H They approved 
in principle five general policies. These polioiee are:
*1, That wo should Include all educational ac­
tivities conducted under the Jurisdiction of boards 
of education, insofar as possible, within the regu­
lar school program; thereby reducing to a minimus 
or eliminating altogether the title of *speolal 
teacher* as weltl ae 1 special servloes* and * extra 
ourrloular activities•,
2, That we should endeavor to pay salaries to 
our teachers high enough to provide a comfortable
living; without 
extra services.
6 J,H, Shaw and G.H. Krafc 
Research Quarterly. Yol
lin,
21:195-2052
tlie necessity of their seeking 
within or put of school for extra
Extra Pay 
October
for Extra servloes*. 
1950.
10
pay.
3. That we should oaks every effort to equalize 
teaching load and benefit! available to all teachers, 
insofar as possible, and not grant extra pay for 
certain activities.
4. That in the event of unavoidable inequalities 
as implied in item 3 above, and extra pay is granted, 
such extra pay should apply to all teachers, and 
then only after the assignment of a reasonably full 
teaching load.
6. That we recognize the
trativo problems confronting each school, district 
or community, and that such problems may require 
the interpretation or adaptation of the general
_ 3"L;^ ,, - j, : ^ Jpolicies contained herein to meet the special ex­
igencies of the local situation."9 
Finally, an outstanding reference concerning the 
Ulnneapolls sohools is exemplified by an article from the 
"American school Board Journal" where "The New Pay schedule 
for Extracurricular Activities" in accurately portrayed by 
the following statements3
uniqueness of admlnls-
ctra9 C.L. Brownell, "What About Ex' 
al sohool services?", The Journal 
Health. Physical Education.' and Jtaoro'
T H K a ^ I S B I T ------------- * ---
Compensation for Additlon- 
of American Assoolation of 
>o5»ation. Vo I.
n"The board of Education of Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
has adopted a new pay Schedule fox1 teachers engaged in 
extracurricular activities. All jiaynents will be made in 
aooordanoe with the aohedule but vithln the limit of a 
budget established for each school. Compensation for any 
activity will be wholly In terras of money or wholly in 
terras of tine. Each person receiving compensation for
4uties nuat H Btan4ard r  °r five oiaa3#o - *an advisory or the equivalent. All payments must be made 
through the board of education.
The principal of caoh school, on October 1 and 
February 18 of eaoh year, will file a complete report of 
all olass and extraolaSs assignments given each teacher 
in the building. The report of payments made to staff
meabora B U 1 63 ° ° H a 10 June ,aoh /" benAde
available for the examination of faculty members.
Schedule of Compensation 
(a) Directors of intramural activities, 080 to 
|280 per semester, varying according to the extent of the 
program and the individual in ohaJge; (b) annual or year­
book, §200; (o) class play directors, §128; (d) festivals, 
dlOO; (e) lock and lockef management, $100 per year; (f> 
debate, $100 per year; <g) major music and dramatic per­
formance after school hours, one teacher, $18; two teachers

kind, is scarcely more
the backdrop of possible situat 
contribution would seem to be in
vestigation along parallel lines
than nonon
problem, a  survey, such 
wide as the nation itself
in the solving of a very important 
as this, conducted over a field ati
is the ultimate goal. However, this study is not final and 
timeless in Itself; its signifies*oe, like others of its
; its largest possible 
ifloatlon of more in- 
a progressively wider 
front. Research touching an unchangeable law of nature is 
one thing, but when it fringes upon a changing phenomenon
y when pictured against
is quite another.
CHAPTER ii
Total 
cnta
Very little Information concerning the coat a of 
the special departments of art, mtalo, commercial, home 
economics, physical education, and Industrial arts was 
found in reviewing literature of a, fairly recent date.
The reoent rise In teacher's salaries has automatically 
increased departmental costa. This constitutes, however, 
but one factor In the rising costs necessary for simply 
and maintenance of these special deportments. Increased 
enrollments in the special fields have enlarged the costs. 
These increased enrolments are evidenced by conclusions 
from the "Biennial Survey of Education in the united States, 
1948-1950" which states, "Among tie brood subjeot fields, 
hone economics and industrial art« had the largest percent­
age increase in enrollment from IS 34 to 1949. "Among 
individual subjects physical education, typewriting . . . .  
. . .  are outstanding because of percentage increases in
enrollments since 1934.
"Offerings and Enrollm<
"12 "Enrollment m  art courses
11 The Office of Education, Federal security Agency
t in High
ennl&l survey of Education in the United States
Ta"^ T % To1r,"-feBr, -----------
12 Ibid., p. 20,
school Subjects
amounts to 48 percent of all Junior
*?5uslo appeared for the
In 1915 . ...........
percentages dropped to
first time 
• Xn subs 
about 25 uri‘
Dents In this field amounted to 3C
involved lr
exjen
andard
•If all enrollments In thualth and 
added together they amount to more 
pt$>lle.**®
Another factor
creased use of better and more 
tated by higher accrediting at 
These three factors: (1) 
rising costs of living, (2) lncrea 
more teaching personnel, and (3) 
due to advanoed accrediting st 
complexity of the financial probl 
Xn an attempt to analyse 
department, four tables were cons 
obtained In the questionnaire.
high school pupils.**3 
in the historical tables 
Cquont investigations the 
til 1949, when enroll- 
*1 percent of the pupils.**4 
physical education are 
than 100 peroent of the
andard
13 The Office of Education, Federal security Agenoy, 
•Offerings and hrollnents in High School Subjects*ennl il urvey oi
Washington,' ioT
14 Ibid., p. 25.
15 Ibid., p. 24.
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rising costs is the in- 
slve equipment neoeasl- 
a.
higher salaries due to 
sed enrollments demanding 
superior equipment required 
s, contribute to the
the total cost per special 
truoted based on information 
Henceforth, these tables
United States. 19
will be referred to as Tables II, 
include the following Information 
special departments of industrial
home economics, music,
money spent In each department, exclusive of salaries, 
(2) number of schools reporting, 13) the average money
16
III, IV, and V. They 
for each of the six 
arts, art, commercial.
and physio*,! education: (1) total
spent in each department. Table II includes schools of 
an enrollment from 0-99; Table IIJ, 100-199; Table IV, 
200-299; and Table V, cvflr 300.
The tables ore presented below and on the following
pages.
t a b u : ii
TOTAL MONEY 3PF1JT IN SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS 
EXCLUSIVE OP SA1 ARIES 
>llraent 0- 99
Department
t j b u s t
Spent by 
All
of sohools
JBSESSaaaBL.
—
Money spent 
Per School
Industrial Arts 
Art
Oomeroial 
Horae Economics 
Music
Physical Education
# 2,100
1)0,065
3,000
6,800
1)0,410
23
8
16
29
$1050.00
471.50 
475,00
425.50 
350.96
1?
TOTAL MONEY 3PK 
EXCLUB 
Enro
TABLE III
IALn  IN SPEC 
3IVE OF* SA 
llment 100-199
DEPARTMENTS 
LARIES
frotat lio&ey 
Spent: by 
All Schools
TluiaBor 
of schools
j*gP°SL*SK..
sssss
Deportment
Average 
Honey Spent 
Per school
Industrial Arts 
Art
Conraerolal 
Home Economics 
Music
Physical Education
$16,338.50
350.00
15.758.52
15,028.90
18,405.92
20,261.78
24
4
48
38
39 
80
$800.77
85,00
328,30
399,84
471,94
405.24
TABLE IV
TOTAL MONEY SPENT IN SPKCI
EXCLUSIVE OP SAL AH; 
Enrollnent 200-B99
AL DEPARTMENTS
XSB
Department of : schools
JifflfflftABg
Industrial Arts 
Art
Commercial 
Home Economica 
Music
Physical Education
1,447.50
10,304.50
17,373.22
19.722.40
15.390.41
28
4
33
30
29
33
Average 
Money Spent 
Per school
$914.16
361,80
311,65
572,44
680.08
475.46
TABLE V
IB SPECIAL 
IVE OF 
it 300 and
Department
xovru. mmmj
Boenlb by
M * 1 mmte.
Industrial Arts 
Art
Commercial 
Home Economies 
Music
Physical iiluoation
782.68 
810.10 
633.96 
31*835.66 
43,614.30 
38,573.00
18
3AIARIE
DEPARTMENTS 
8 
over
of Schools 
JfiPSffi$Ang...
Average 
Money Spent
W .  qgfefifiL-
The column entitled "Total Money Spent by all 
Schools" pertains to equipment and operating costs, ex­
clusive of teacher's salaries, which will be treated 
separately.
40
21
40
40
39
40
61494.88
662.38 
566,85
768.39 
1118,32
964.30
with one exception.All the special department,
were represented by the reporting schools. This lonel
exception proved to be "art" which was not taught by any 
schools having an enrollment below one hundred.
several interesting facts Cere brought to light by 
an analysis of the figures presents in the Tables II, III, 
IV, and V. Perhaps, the most significant shows that small
19
on much anal;lor budgets, have to 
proportions of that budget to
For example, ootamercial 
enrollment below one
schools, which operate 
spend relatively great' 
maintain the special di 
departments, In school* having an 
hundred, spend an average of $471,60 to maintain that part 
of their curriculum while schools having an enrollment of 
over three hundred spend approximately $94 more to maintain 
a like department, Tlii)s represents a aura of only 20 percent 
larger than that of the smaller school while the number of
student hours is 633 peroent great or in the large schools,
I
To illustrate tills condition, Table VI was con­
structed to show the difference in average total cost, ex­
clusive of salaries, and the difference in total student
h s
sea of extreme contrast 
the largest schools 
The differences were
This was done so that differences 
ilarity. Table VI is
A  PERCENT 
TOTAL AVERAGE 
EXCLUSIVE OP
t a b l e v i
a g e o o m p a r j 
m o n i e s ap; 
Sa l a r i e s
20
SON BETWEEN 
ENT PER SCHOOL. 
AMD STUDENT HOURS
ToTaT ’X V ^ c e t fonb—  
Spent Per school Ex­
clusive of salaries
Total student Hours
Department 0-99 Over
300
Peroent
Inoreaae
0-99 over
300
Peroent
.increase
Industrial
Arts
Art
Commercial
Home
Economica
;uaio
Physical
Education
11060.00 $1^94.50 1.42
562.30 .
471.50 565.05 1.20
* *■11 #■
475.00 760.39 1.20
425.50 1118.32 2.39
* 'll *
358.96 964.30 2.13
7,488 1,695,934 213.10
635,950 .
237,420 1,503,180 6.33
*
36,270 1,056,114 29,11
112,320 1,374,660 12.23
219,978 2,147,076 9.76
As previously stated, the smallest sohools spend 
almost as much on their oommerolaL departments as do the 
largest schools. The smallest Softools are setting aside 
a disproportionate share of their budget to maintain a 
commercial department commensurate with minimum state 
standards. These figure!? certainly present a staunch 
argument for consolidation of smaller districts.
on further examination of Table VI, it is observed
that the departments of homo economics and industrial arte
ing than 
increase
21
that of the oommeroial 
of 42 percent in total
present oases more al 
curricula* with only
average money spent for industrial arts, exclusive of 
salaries, the largest schools luxve 213.10 tines as many 
student hours. This would seen to indicate that the small­
est schools are carrying an overwhelming burden to support 
industrial arts. Blnoe only two bf the smallest schools 
reported industrial arts departments, this condition cannot 
be considered to apply to the majority of the small schools.
largest sohools spend only 20 percent more for their depart­
ments on an average, while giving instruction in 29.11 times 
as many student hours. This situation also is more generally 
true since more of the smaller sohools maintain a home econ­
omics program.
The large sohools report 0.70 tinea as many student 
hours in physical education as the smallest sohools, and 
spend 2.13 times as much money to supply and equip these
departments. This is the lowest
urn
ratio between total cost
and total student ho  established by any of the special 
departments. It may be due to the larger number of pupils 
involved slnoe even the small schools require physical edu­
cation of all students In order tjo comply with minimum state
standards.
sines no respondents reported art in schools 
having an enrollment bolow 100, a comparison oould not be 
made for this department. Art varies considerably from 
the pattern set by the other five departments. First, it
is not offered in echos! 
secondly, the variatic 
in schools of enro! 
spent by institutions 
jonts an increase in 
cunt, while student ho
with an enrollment below 100. 
in average monies spent, of $85.00 
a below 3)0 to that of $602.30 
ing more than 300 students, repre- 
enditurea of approximately 680 per- 
Inoreasid 44.20 times. Third,
the total money emended for art in all schools is a groat
deal less than for any 
receives 60 percent less than the 
department.
Of course, art
other department. in faot, art
lowest total for any other
the moat reoent of the
it reaches Its
ret present a
speoial departments and It may be that when 
maturity, it, too, will have a respectable total comparable 
with that of the othor departments. Again, art requires 
relatively (mail outlays for equipment as compared with the 
other five departments. Whatever the reason for the low 
total cost, the faot remains tliat art represents the “poor 
relation4 of the six speoial departments included in the
survey.
It must be remembered in analyzing the figures
in Table VI, that the total money spent refers only to
siq>pliea and equipment necessary 
departments and that it does not
to operate the speoial 
include salaries of all
personnel involved. This part of the study will bo treated 
later in this chapter.
It was felt advisable to
having an enrollment of 0-99 with those of 100-199 en- 
rollnent in the same manner as waa done in Table VI, In 
order that this mlfjht be done, another table was con­
strue ted. Table VII follows on page 24.
compare those schools
TABLE VII
A PERCElfT^GB OOfiPARISlON BETWEEN 
TOTAL AVERAOE (MONIEa SPENT PER SCHOOL, 
EX0UJ3IVE Of SALARIES AND STUDENT HOURS
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Total Student Hours
Department 0-99
Industrial
Arts
Art
Commercial
Hons
Economics
Music
Physical
Education
$1050.00 $680.77 
. 85,00
471.50 328.50
475.00 399.4
425.50 471.1
Increase
•0.44
-0.70
-0.84
1.11
358.96 405.24 1.13
100-199
7,488 261,576 
12,132 
237,420 572,560
36,270 391,000 
112,320 395,784
219,978 648,756
Percent
increase
34.98
2.41
10,80
3.52
2.90
theIn examining  above table, it is noted that the
inorease of total money 
is very great. In muslo
difference between the percent of 
spent and the total student hours 
and physical education, the ratio between the average costs 
Is less, perhaps, because of the large number of students 
Involved in both large and small schoola. In oonasrolal 
departments, the difference between the percent of Inorease 
in total money spent and total student hours Is low. Tills
may be attributed to more intensive use of the oommerolal
equipment than that of the other departments.
However, the pattern is not as exaggerated between 
schoola of 0-99 and 100-199 enrollment as that between 0-99 
and over 300 enrollment.
The low number of student hours of Instruction in 
the field of industrial arts in the smaller school probably 
aooounta for the doorcase in coat for larger schools.
The ratio between percentage increases for musio 
and physical education bears a striking similarity, in 
each case the larger sokoola have approximately three times 
as many student hours as the smaller schools, and in eaoh 
case the peroentage of increase in total money spent to 
maintain the department* is about the same, 1.11 percent 
for musio and 1.13 percent for physical education.
m  a discussion of the problem of departmental 
costs, the survey ?ould be inoompllete if reference were 
not made to salaries of instructional personnel. Salaries 
plus operational and mlntonanoe costs present a more 
complete financial picture. To formulate this aspect of 
the total problem, anothor series of four tables is pre­
sented. These four tables, VIII, IX, X, and XI, present 
information concerning (1) the total money spont includ­
ing salaries, (2) the number of Schools reporting, and
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(3) the average money spent per a 
departments previously mentioned, 
classified as to total enrollment 
In the study. Table 
enrollment below lOOj 
X, those from 200-299} and Table 
hundred.
Able IX, those from 100-199
XI, those over three
These tables presentel below and on the following
pages:
t a b u : v i i i
X SPENT IB SPECIAL 
I INCLUDING SALARIES 
•ollment 0-99
TOTAL
dumber of 7 c ' Average Honey8*
Department Spent by schools Spent per
school
Industrial Arts 12,725450
Art
135Commercial 24 3.006
720Home Economics 6 2.820
698 14Muslo 1,764*
SOIPhysical Education 28 1.793
* Two schools listed mu 
only figures for equips
as extracurricular and gave no salary
and supplies and are not included here
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TAB1£ XX
TOTAL MOULT SPENT IN 
DEPARTMENTS INCLUDING 
Enrollment 100-.
Department
" K l a
t by aL  
61s
Number o!
schools
Reporting
' Average Money 
Spent per 
C School
Industrial Arts ♦ 97,341.20 26 03,743,89
Art 4,036.00 4 1,209,00
Coranerolal 159,427*62 49 3,263,61
Home Eoonoralos 111,746.92 39 2,865,31
Mueio 102,069.62 36 2,686,04
Physical Education 123,099.90J ...-......| 62 2,382.69
TABLE X
SPECIAL.
SALARIES
199
TOTAL MONEY SPENT IN SPECIAL 
DEPARTMENTS INCLUDING SALARIES 
Enrollment 200-299
Deportment
Total Money 
Spent by All
Humber o f
Schools
deporting
Average Honey 
Spent Per
JgjBfiL- ..
Industrial Arts $100,648,83 28 03,880.31
Art 5,247.80 4 1,311.88
Commercial 103,969.20 38 3,249,04
Home Economics 108,254.46 31 3,492,07
Music 112,235.00 28 4,008.40
Physical Education 99,269.18 32 3,102.16
TOTAL UC 
DEPARTI 
Ilnro]
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TABLE XX
SPENT HI SPECIAL 
INCLUDING SALARIES 
it 300 and over
Department apon
Dohcx
t bynAll
pis
TBtoe'r oi
schools 
Reportinr
r Average bney 
spent per 
r abhool
Industrial Arts *418 ,527.59 42 | 9,917.33
Art 75,920.00 22 3,450,94
Commercial 240 ,609*55 42 5,728,80
Korns Eoonomios 238 ,079.70 42 5,687,02
Music 311 ,854*32 42 7,425,11
Physical Education 444 ,789.80 42 10,590.23
It was necessary to prorate the teaoher'a salaries 
in accordance with the fraction of tine they taught in their 
apeoiaX department and the fraction that they taught outaide 
of the apooiAl field* For exampla, a teaoher earning $3000 
teaching two-thirds of hia time iji a apeoial department would 
be paid a salary of $2000 for wort in that department* This 
figure would be used in computing the total money spent, in­
cluding salaries, by all schools* These figures appear in 
Tables VIII, IX, X, and XI. This was necessary in order that 
a valid picture of total costs pep department night be present­
ed, since this study is only concerned with the oosts in the
special departments.
Two schools failed to reoord salaries paid to the 
music teachers, listing ohly the figures for equipment and 
supplies (Table VXXX), making it ^leoessary to exslu&e these
sohools in confuting music costs, 
Xt is safe to assume that> suj
school having an enrollment of 200*299 will bo considerably 
larger than that of a school in the 0*99 bracket. However, 
the difference in average money abent per school per depart* 
ment will not be in proportion to differences in budgets.
the annual budget of a
it of sohools of an en-For example, the commercial deps 
rollment of 0-99 spend an average of $3006,00 while sohools 
having 200-299 students spend $3249,04, or only $234,04 
more, Xt is felt that the smaller school bears a severe 
burden in order to maintain commercial subjects In Its
scorn advisable that smaller schools
aids to maintain their 
axiom "equal education
ourrioulum, Xt would 
reoelve a greater share of state 
program if we are to abide by the 
for all children*.
This same situation is true of all departments, 
but not to such a marked degree as illustrated by the 
oomneroial department.
The average money spent for each department shows 
quite a wide variation even in sclhools of the same size.
The widest range ooours in the largest schools (Table XI,
page 28) where there in a spread of approximately #7000.00 
between the money spent in the 
physical education. Few schools
departments and that of 
art department a,
but enough are represented to shoe the genoral trend.
In the largest schools, 
dustrial arts coat considerably 
other departments. Industrial
rsloal education and in­
total money than the 
E>8 necessitates much
expensive equipment which would explain Its heavy expendi­
tures, while in the larger schools, the extensiveness of 
the physical education program determines its high position 
as to costs.
Art departments spend a relatively small amount of 
the total. There are undoubtedly several reasons for this, 
but it is logloal to assume that the low cost of materials 
and supplies tend to keep the costs down.
In schools of all sixes, 
education ranked consistently
total cost of physical 
, but the coot per pupil 
xoept for schools belowhour in all oases ranked lowest,
100 in enrollment.
In order that total oosts^ including salaries, 
might be examined in reference to
table was set up. This table includes the total costs, 
including salaries, and total student hours for the special
departments of smallest schools, 
schools* Percentage increases 
factors for the six special dep
TOTAL AVKRAOL
INCLUDING 3ALMUL8, AND
TABUS XXX 
A PKnCKHTAOE COMP
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and also for the largest 
e computed for both 
artments (Table XXX).
)N BETWEEN
MONIES SPENT PEE SCHOOL,
HOURS.
Department 0-99 over 300 ant 0-99 Over 300 percent 
9 Increase
Industrial
Arts #2,725.00 # 9,917,33 .04 7,488 1,595,934 213.10
Art
Commercial 3,000.00
3*490,94
5*728.00 X,.90 237,420
535,950
1,603,100
•
6.33
Home • |
5*007,62
• • •
Economics 2,820,00 2 ,02 36,270 1,056,114 29,11
Music 1,764.00 7,425.11 4.*21 112,320 1,374,000 12.23
Physical
Education 1,793.00 10*590.23 a *91 219,978 2,147,070 9.76
An analysis of the figures In the above Table XXX 
shows that the relationship between the departaenta of 
physical education, ntinio and oootoerolal Is much alikeI
when oocqparlng percentage Increases for both total average 
ooat and far student hours, in each case these two factors
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tend to establish a rough 1:3 ratio. The largest number 
of student 1 lours are taught in the physical education de­
partment. The large schools teaclting 0.76 times as many 
student hour, in phjreldai t t a a t K .  e. the » a U  eohoole, 
increased their total average cents by only 0.01 percent.
Industrial arts definitely exemplifies the ad­
vantage a large aohool displays over a small school in 
comparing total average costs and student hours. Thile 
the larger schools teach 213.10 t: .moo as many student hours, 
their total average cost increased only 3.64 times tliat of
the small school. This seems to 
would be a trend in the right 
Generally speaking, the 
being on the foots presented a'
Since 56 percent of the 
questionnaire had enrollments below 200, it was doomed ad­
visable to construct another tabli similar to Table XII, 
except that schools having an enrollment range of 100-199
to that consolidation 
t ion.
e schools Justify their
ola responding to the
were substituted for those above 
follows on page 33.
This table (XIIZ)
Industrial 
Arts $2,726.00 $3,743.89
Art 1,209.00
Commercial 3,000.00 3,263.61
Home
Economics 2,820.00 2,863.31
Music 1,764.00 2,606.04
Physical
Education 1,793.00 2,36$.09
1.02
1.52
36,270 391,860
112,320 395,784
1.33 219,978 648,756
2.41
10*80
3.52
2.90
The same nonoral pattern
as in Table XII, except the peroe 
ally smaller. However, slight as 
rollment ranges, the larrer aohool 
advantages.
While there is
average costa in the departments 
economics, the larger eohools toao 
many student hours respectively.
Appears in the above table
■ntage increases are gener- 
are the differences in on- 
presents definite financial
very littlo
of
difference in the total 
commercial and home 
h 2.41 and 10.80 times as 
Again, the department of
physical education instructs the stoat student hours. Mualo, 
ooraneroial, and physical education departncnta show similari­
ties in a ratio comparison of their respective percentage 
increases.
The total expenditure by the six speoial depart­
ments in all the sohools represents a large sun of money—
Ion do 
y for six
— approximately three 
such a vast sum of
ly warrants a survey o the costa
chapter has been concerned with total monies including
salaries spent in each department
An expenditure of 
lal departments certain- 
involved. Thus far this
and the total money spent
for suppllos and equipment. The latter figures were listed 
in Tables XI, XXI, XV, and V. The figures relating to the 
total money spent including supplies, equipment, and salaries
have been tabulated in 
figures have also been broken do 
To complete this survey of 
made of departmental salaries.
Tables VIIX, XX, X, and XX. These
to departmental averages.
tal coats, a study was 
order to determine the
total salaries in eaoh department, it was necessary to sub­
tract the total money spent for supplies and equipment 
(Tables II, XXX, XV, and V) from the total money spent for 
supplies, equipment, and salaries, (Tables VIII, XX, X, 
and XX). This process furnished figures for a new series 
of tables whioh appear on the following pages.
Four tables (XIV, XV, XVI, and XVII) are prepared 
for the four enrollment ranges; 0-99, 100-199, 200-299, 
and over 300, and Include (1) total salaries paid, (2) 
nuaber of teachers, and (3) average salary per department 
for each of the six special department a. These tables 
appear below and on the following pages:
TABLE XIV
SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS 
llment 0-99
Department Total Salaried 
Paid
Industrial Arts 
Art
Commercial 
Home Eoonomlos 
Musio
Physical Education
3,350.00
31.280.00 
9,920,00
17.890.00
39.791.00
Number of Average
Salary
31675.00
23 • 2634,35
5,5 1803,64
10,5 1703.81*
34.5 1153.33
* Two schools listed music as extracurricular and gave no 
salary, only figures for equipment and supplies, and are not 
included here.
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SALARIES X
____________________ ~ !
TABLE XT
N SPECIAL I 
llment 100-
EPARTMKHTS
199
Department Total Salarlei 
________________________  yaAA____
Humber of Average 
Teachers Salary
Industrial Arts # 
Art
Commercial 1
Hone Economics
Musis
Physical Education 1
81,002,70
4,406,00
43,660,10
96,718,02
83,663,72
03,638.14
---------------------------------------
26 $3115,49
4 1121,50
48 2993,11
38 2545,21
39 2145,22 
86 1205,09
s a l a r i e s I 
i:nro
TABLE X U
H SPECIAL l) 
llneat 200*KPARTMENT2299
Department Total Salaried
Paid
Number of Average 
Teachers Salary
Industrial Arts $i 
Art
Commercial 
Home Eoonomioa 
Uuslo 1 
Physical Education 4
83,162,32
3,800,00
93,684,70
90,861.24
92,812,60
83,679.79
29. #2867,32 
2,6 1461,54 
34 2520,14 
31 2921,98 
34,5 2681,52 
62 1346,06
3?
TABLL, XVII
SALARIES XH SPECIAL 
Enrollment 300 aftd
De p a r t m e n t s 
over
Department Total Salaries
2 * M ___
Humber of 
To ichor j
Average
Salary
Industrial Arts 
Art
Commercial 
Home Eoonomlos 
Mualo
Physical Education
$$56,746,01 
64,110,60 
$17,966,60 
$07,044,14 
i m 9 240.02 
406,216,68
81
23.4 
75 
65 •
81.4 
107.5
$4404,26
2730,78
2906,20
3185,30
3397,06
3778.75
Ho school with an enrollment of below 100 reported 
art in the junior or senior high school curriculum. Tabu* 
latlona are complete, in every inntonoe, for the remaining 
three Tables XV, XVI, and XVII.
In every department, averse salaries in the schools 
having the least enrollment <0-99) are the lowest, although 
the average salaries paid industrial arts and commercial
teachers in the schools liaving an 
oeed those of commercial teachers 
oents range from 200-299, But for these two oases, salaries 
show a gradual rise in direct ratio to the Increase in en-
enrollment of 100-199 ex­
in schools whose enroll-
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•at except for art. only In schools having an enrollment 
of 200*299 were the total salaried for all departments, 
exclusive of art, fairly equal.
Again, art proved to be the "poor relation". It 
was the lowest In total salaries paid, number of teachers, 
and average salary, only In one Instance was there an 
average lower, that of physical education in schools having 
an enrollment of 200*299.
It will be noted that the highest average salaries 
occur In schools above 300 enrollment. This probably occurs 
because of the small amount of tiise teachers In any depart* 
cient teach outside their special field. This would make 
the departmental fraction of the total salary paid very 
large, which would automatically be reflected in the average 
salaries paid.
Industrial arts teachers commanded the highest 
salaries In schools having an enrollment above 300. This 
proved to be the highest average paid in any department 
for sohools of all enrollment rani sea.
Finally, a study of the financial aspects of the 
six special departments would not be complete if it did 
not Include a breakdown of total costs to a cost per 
student hour. This should be of particular value and 
Interest to administrators. The student hours were found
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by multiplying the enrollment and the number of days classes 
met each week for each school. This gave the total number 
of student hours per week. Totain of all schools were added 
and this figure was in turn multi])lied by 36 weeks to give 
the total student hours per year for each department. The 
total cost for all schools was thiin divided by the m u b e r  
of student hours to get the oost per student hour. Compi­
lations were made for euoh department based on (1) total 
student hours for 36 i?eeks, (2) total oost for each deport­
ment, including salaries, and (3) coot per oupil hour. 
Henceforth, these four tables will be referred to as Tables
XVIII, 0-99; XIX, 100-199; XX,
TABLE XVI
003T STUDEi 
Enrollment O
XXI, over 300.
Department Hours for 
36 Week*
ioh Department 
loludlng Caloriea
Pupil
Hour
Industrial Arte 
Art
Commercial 
Home Eoonomios 
Music
Physical Education
7,480
237,420
36,270
112,320
>19,978
$ 6,450.00
»
72.133.00
13.720.00
24.698.00
80.201.00
$.727
.303
.378
.210
.228
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COST
snrc
TABLE XIX
PER 3TUDEHT 
linent 100-
HOUR
199
Total
Department Hour a
56 .yed
Student 
for l 
its :
total Coat for Coat Per 
aoh Department Pupil 
Deluding salaries Hour
Industrial Arts 261,078 
Art 13,132 
Goomeroial « * . « »  
Home roononloa 391,060 
Mualo 39#,?Q4 
Physical Education 645,706
# 97,341,00 #,372 
4,836,00 , 309
109.427.62 ,078 
1 U , 746,92 ,285
102.069.62 ,288 
123,899,90 ,191
COST
Enro
--------------------------- L
t a b l e x x
PER 3TUDK1T 11m ont 200.. HOUR299
' ...................Total
Department Hours
58 wed
Student t 
for X
... ... %
total dost for dost Per 
aoh Department Pupil 
noludlnc Salaries Hour
Industrial Arts 432 
J Art 52 
Oomaeroial 540 
Home Economics 43$ 
| Mualo 549 
Physical Education 729
,644
,400
,610
,400
,162
,906
#108,648,83 #,207 
5,247,80 .182 
103,969.20 ,192 
108,254,46 ,252 
112,235,00 ,206 
99,269.18 .137
— ------ j
Department
t a b u ; xxx
COST PKR 3TUDKHT HOUR 
Enrollment 300 a M  over
HJT'IKaSToOTiftuilont 
Hour a forB
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Industrial Arts 1,596,934 4416,627,69 4,861
Art 636,950 75,920,60 ,142
Commercial 1,803,100 240,609,65 ,160
Hone Economics 1,066,114 236,079,70 ,226
Muaio 1,374,060 311,054,32 .227
Physical Education 2,14V,076 444,789.68 .207
In determining cost per pap 11 hour, there neoes- 
earlly will be many qualifying oo; editions which tend to 
prevent an entirely true picture >t the relative costs.
To discuss them completely is far beyond the scope of this 
survey.
A very inters stint? fact illustrated 
four tables is the greater economy of cost per pi*>il hour 
achieved by the larger schools. Di the department of in­
dustrial arts, perusing the cost >er pupil hour in sohools 
below one hundred as compared to those in schools above 
300 enrollment, a startling situation presents itself. In
>t il dost tor 
ich Department 
>ludinn Salaries
Cost per
Pupil
Hour
by the last
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the «a»li school, the boats are 2.8 tinea as (Treat as they 
are In the largest sohool. However, the assembly line tech­
niques of industry indicate a oonparable picture. More 
units-— less coat per unit. Both snail and large soJiools 
hare the sane minimum standards to uphold, requiring certain 
fundamental operating and maintenance costs. But the larger 
school, with more pupil units, reduces its per pupil hour 
cost in almost direct ratio to each new student it registers. 
Previous studies hare Indicated this fact, nevertheless,
“cost per pupil hour", as evidencedthe vast difference in 
in the latter four tables, is a1 
reference.
But for a few exceptions, 
mants present this sane large difference between small and 
large schools where "cost per pupil hour" is examined.
In making a comparison of
"cost per pupil hour* {figures, two departments, music and 
physical education, ahovr the lowest amounts in schools
an a n r o U « n *  baXo, * 0 .  : L . |  M o t i o n  alao
has the largest number 
except those below 100 
very high in all schoo 
the greater the number
ling enough to merit
all six special depart-
the six departmental
of student hours in all schools 
while oomcroial enrollments ranked 
s. As stated in previous paragraphs, 
of pupil units, the lower the unit
oost of operation and 
Indus trial arts shows 
oept for schools 
largest, that Indus 
high could have been 
installing such a 
That art should main
is surprising studying the number
44
tonanoo, In all classes of schools, 
highest Nooat per pupil hour", e»- 
fron 100—199, where art was the 
arts "oost per pupil hour" is 
itlolpated since the initial oost of . 
Is high due to costly machinery, 
suoh a li|Lf:li "oost per pupil hour"
In all oases, these hours were very ouch lower than for any 
of the other departments. This naturally would drive up 
unit oost.
With the o cooption of industrial arts, oonneroial, 
home economics and art, the "oost per ptQ>ll hour" was no 
higher than 28.5 cents per pupil laour. Art presented the 
lowest oost per pupil hour of all departments with a oost 
of .142 cents. This occurred in johoola over 300 enroll­
ment.
TO enable a moro rapid comparison of "oost per 
pt*>ll hour", Table m i  has been uompiled and is presented 
on page 45.
of student hours involved.
t a b u : m i
003? PER STUDENT jWQUR BASED
40
ON SIZE OP SCHOOL
Department 0-99 100-196 200-299 Over 300
Industrial Arte 
Art
Commercial 
Home Economies 
! Music
♦•727
• 303 
.378
• 210
Physical Education .228
♦,372
• 399 
•278
• 280 
•208 
.191
♦,207 
•162 
•192 
• 262 
• 206 
•137
♦,261
•142
•160
•227
•227
•207
TO facilitate further comparison of cost per 
student hour, it was thought that the total enrollments 
of all 106 responding schools might be helpful. A brief 
table (xmi) on page 46 fumisheei this information. It
will be noted that the 
approximately 13 times 
about three times that 
classifications.
largest schools have an enrollment
that of thit
of the intermediate enrollment
smallest schools and
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t a b u s  .can
TOTAL KNROLUIEHT OP 156 SCHOOLS 
ACCORDING TO SIZE
Enrollment
Bp study of the fir:uroa and results given in 
this chapter, several conclusions may be drawn and per­
haps as many hypotheses set up. Hut the specific objectives 
of the survey were concerned with total amount of money 
spent in each department, salaries paid, and coat per pupil 
hour, determined for four enrollment ranges.
low enrollments definite 
financially since state accredit 
certain minimum standards. This 
on both large and small schools.
hour decreases with increased enrollment, the smaller the
burden in reference toschool, the heavier the financial 
aepartaont‘'Physical education dominates the six departments 
surveyed in number of teachers required and in total sala~
penalize the small aohool 
regulations necessitate 
se rests equally heavy 
Since the cost per pupil
47
riea paid where the enroilmenit la
arts generally commanded high salaries In sohools except
those of the smallest enrollments 
were definitely lower tlran any of 
and there were relatively few art 
area sod with Increased enrollment
over 300, while Industrial
salaries of art teachers
the other five departments
instructors. Salaries In­'
of the sohools. 
generally the highestIndustrial arts presented 
cost per pupil hour, wjale raualo lagged not far behind. In 
the main, the •‘cost per pupil hour* In all departments 
tended to be below 28.5 cents.
In sohools (0-09 enrollment), the cost per student
hour ranged from #.210 for muale, 
oatlon, $.303 for commercial, $ 
and $.727 for Industrial arts.
m  sohools (100-199 
student hour varied from $.191 
$.260 for muslo, $.278 for 
economics, $.372 for l|n&ustrlal 
In sohools (200-299 
student hour ranged from $.137 fi 
.162 for art, $.192 for o 
$.252 for home eoonomlos, and ft.
$.228 for physical edu- 
for home eoonomlos.
;) the 
physical
ooat per
m  sohools over three hundred enrollment, the 
oost per student hour varied froei $.142 for art, $.160
education, 
>ial, $.286 for home 
i, and $.399 for art.
;) the oost per 
physical education,
L, $.206 for musio, 
for Industrial arts.
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for oomorolal, $.207 f 
both mualo ana. hone eoo 
arts.
For all sohoolu 
per student hour were if 
$.727 for Industrial as
or physloaJ 
nonloa. anc
, the rninla
©presented
ta.
|
education 
1.261 fox
lU rrr 
by .142 t
i, $.227 for 
• industrial
cimun costs
'or art and
CHAPTER X U
Relation of Teacher Load In Upeolal P apartments
"The study of teacher load apparently has been
much negleoted since the thirties, *16 There hare been
several sporadic studies, but no overall investigations* 
Reliable information can be oonaltered quite incomplete* 
Very little work has been done in “teaching load" in 
reference to the special departments analysed in this 
thesis*
T*E. Davos declares, “Teaching loads should be 
equalised because of the vide variation which the differ­
ence a in loads oan cause in actual salaries paid per load 
hour, in the instuotion cost per load hour, and in teach­
ing services given to the children. Loads might be more 
equalised if administrators and teachers, working both 
individually, and through professional organizations,
aware of the importance of t each-make the general public 
ing loads.*17
There are many
16 W.3, tfunroe 
Revised Edition, 
p* 1460*
aspeots to be considered in the
17 T*E. Daves, op* oit^, p. 33-34
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problem of teaching loads. Some teachers, for instance, 
work more efficiently than do others; some are more thorough 
in their preparation; pone will &j a good Job and dome a 
bad one. Yet these possibilities are always present and 
remain regardless of tile basis of measurement. This surrey— *  1111 ° f  J r j  ^ ona- * » —
measure certain qualities in order that it may have value 
as a research problem. So by means of charts and graphs 
an attempt will be madia to analyse the teaching load in 
terms of m» b e r  of hours per week taught by the instructor 
both in his speoial department and in other subject fields. 
In the general movement toward standardization of the high 
school it is to be ejected that accrediting agencies will 
not have overlooked the necessity for some definition of 
the teacher's load. A Statement of the pertinent standard 
in the North Central Association of secondary Schools and 
Colleges is as follows: "standard 0----An average enroll­
ment in the school in otoeas of thirty pupils per teacher 
shall be considered as a violation of this standard. "18 
Clarifying this standard is the following reooia-
18 "Policies, 
for Accrediting neoon? 
Quarterly. X, July, 1*
Standards, and Recommendations
» **orth Central Association*y Schoolaj" 
** P* 99*
mendationt The association fixes,
26 - X; (2) the number of classes 
9 dally; and (3) the total number 
day, 160 per teacher.
A  great deal of discussion occurs In educational 
circles concerning the effect on 
that results when the quantity b
This problem has been well pre 
paragraphs.
(1) pupil teacher ratio, 
taught by the teacher, 
of pupil-periods per
quality of teaching 
es overburdensome.
ed In the following
•What constitutes an appropriate load for the 
teaoher is not a new question, but the rising tide of 
secondary education with an attendant broadening of the 
curriculum and general extension of school service, has 
brought such rapidly mounting school oosts as to focus 
an increased measure of attention on this problem. Hie 
recent financial distresses of tho schools sharpened the
demand that oosts be 
lng enrollments. Tho 
expenditure, often appi 
Of another vi 
ably situated for ob 
a greater quantity of 
oan only be aooonrpli
down or reduced, despite mount-
ayer watches the educational 
a doi:air-and-oent gauge, 
is the teacher, who is moat favor- 
the educational product, 'then 
is demandod, he insists that it 
at the e;ipense of the quality of
the product; that if the number o pupils put through the
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&tlXX is increased, the educational chance in each will be 
changed. In this contention the teacher is backed by 
college authorities who are more concerned with quality 
rather than with quantity in the higlv-achool output.1,19
In analysing tike teacher load in special depart-
to set vtp 
)arisen and
several tables for 
Isolating noteworthy
ments, it was neoesi 
purposes of making
facts. Information presented in four tables consists of 
the following items; (1) the nuaber of teachers for eaoh 
department, (2) total hours taught in the speoial depart-l
ment, (3) average number of hours taught in the special 
department, (4) number of hours taught In other subjects, 
(5) average number of hours taughp in other subjects, (6) 
total load in hours, aktd (?) the number of teaohers with
T  1extracurricular activities. Table XXIV includes schools 
with an enrollment of below 100; Table XXV, those with 
100-199; Table XXVI, those with 3)0-299; and Table XXVII 
with 300 and over. These four tables are presented on 
the following four pages. 19
19 Xoos, Hughes, Hurteon, and Rea 
secondc^ school. American Book Coop
t a b u : x x i v
TEACHING LOAD PER KIOSK 
PER TEACHER IN THE SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS 
Enrollment 0-99
Special
Departments
Um b e r
of
Teachers
Total Hours 
Taught in 
Speoial 
Departments
Average 
Number of 
Hours Taught 
In Special 
Departments
Number 
of Hours 
Taught 
in other 
Subjects
Average 
Number of 
Hours in 
Other 
Subjects
Average 
Total 
Load of 
Hours
Number of 
Teachers 
with 
Extra
Curricular
Industrial • *
Arts 2 25 12.5 25 12.5 25 2
Are . • *
Commeroial 24 487 20.29 81 3.33 23.62 20
— fore * * *
Economics 5 85 17.0 39 7.79 24.79 5
MUSiO 10 152 15.2 123 12.3 27.3 10
Physical
Education 64 252 4.66 1018 18.06 23.32 54
t a b u : xxv
TEACHING LOAD PER .TEEK
PER TEACHER IN THE SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS
Enrollment 100-199
Special 
Departments
of
Teachers
iotai liours 
Taught in 
Hpeoial 
Department o
_ Average Average MumVer of
liunbor of of Hours Number of Total Teaohers
Hours Taught Taught Hours in Load of with
in Special in other other Hours Extra
Departments subjects Sub .loot a_____________Curricular
Arts 27 540 20.0 125 4*63 24,63 la
Art 4 32 8,0 63 16.0 24f0 3
Commercial 53 1194 22*62 101 3.03 25.55 39
* • .nos®
Economics 40 781 19,82 179 4,47 23,99 35
Music 30 642 21.4 225 7.5 28.9 16
Physical
Education 109 660 6.05 1899 17.42 23.47 101
• TABLE XXVI
TRACKING LOAD PER IBEX
PER TEACHER IN THE SPECIAL DEPART’(EHT3
Enrollment 200*299
Number Total Hours Average Nunbef Average Average Humber of
Special of Taught in number of of Hours Humber of Total Teachers
Departments Teachers special Hours Taught Taught Hours in Load of With
Departments in Special In otljer other Hours Extra
Departments Subjects Siibjeots Currioular
• •
Arts 29 693 23.89 90 3.1 26.99 20
AJTfc o ou w vu o x A Y .U z
Commercial 36 920 28.55 87 1.98 27.13 30
T i m • • •
Economics 31 746 24.03 40 1.29 25.32 26
Music 32 669 20.78 234 7.3 28.08 17
Physical • * *
Education 67 550 8.33 907 14.73 23.06 61
TA2IJLE XXVII
TEACHING LOAD PER WS'X
PER TEACHER IM THE SPECIAL DEPART?iEHTS
Enrollnent 300 and over
=WSES?Jlunber 'Total Hours werago
Special of Taught in Ruobor of
Departaants Teachers Speoial Hours Taught Taught
as
Departments in Speoial
Departments Subjects aubjeota
Xverage Average Ntraber
of Hours ttunber of Total Teaohers
Hours in Load of With
in other Other Hours Extra
Currloular
Industrial--- iikta------------ VD---- t H U ---- tor— ---- 1 es------»i --- K9ACTS
Aft 26 552 21.23
23.61
X J5C
78
If rO
3.0
1.44
*Xf X/S
o a 03 17
Ciwsreiil 76 1795 n o 25.05 48
'
Hone---- •
Eoonomios 66 1551 23.5 70 1.06 24.56 44
Musio 78 1881 24.11 105 1.34 25.45 55
Physical * » *
Education 107 1958 16.3 446 4.16 22.46 92
o>0»
In the tabled clearly
concerning "teaching
The information contained 
substantiate two previous studies 
load".
First, the average total load of hours per week,
In all cases, remains Very close to 26. This is in ao- 
oordanoe with the national average of 28 reeently (1951) 
determined by the Research Bullet Ln of the Rational Edu­
cation Association.20
Secondly, the number of h>urs taught ln other sub­
jects outside of the special departmental hours varies In­
versely with the size of the sohol. The figures ln the 
four tables above prove this beyond a doubt. This cor- 
roboratos a study presented by Edward F. Potthoff In "Bohool 
Review". His research, based on 5490 teaohers In the 526 
public four year high schools ln the state of Illinois, 
shows that relatively few of the teaohers ln this study 
give instruction ln one subject only, and appreciable per­
centage teaoh from 5 to 6 subjeotk. He declares, "It is 
obvious that the number of different subjects ln the teach­
ing load varies Inversely with the size of the school. The 
Mailer the number of teachers, the less oan their ta«ika be
20 Rational Educational As s o d a  t: 
Research Bulletin. Vol. 29, No. 1
on, "Teaching load". 
February 1951.
specialized.
These two salient factors alone would seem to give 
considerable validity to the figures compiled for this survey. 
It is worth noting that teachers of physical education 
taught less average tips in their special department than did 
those In the other departments. Fhia was true, regardless 
of the size of the school, although the average Increased 
directly with the enrollment of tie school. This may be so
because a large number of ooaohea
Harold Sullivan found tlxat "physical eduoatlon ranked first
06
teach physloal eduoatlon.
In aubjeots taught by Coaohes".22
ing the minimum amount
rally would be compelled to tench 
to complete their teaching load.
Numerically, there were more physical education in-
T jstruotor8 teaching In their departments than all other depart­
ments. In fact, this inferiority in numbers was quite dis­
tinct. This undoubtedly Is the case because physical edu-
In smaller schools, teaoh-
of physloal eduoatlon, coaches natta­
in other subject fields
oatlon le mandatory In all sohool i
subjects are oleotive.
while the other special
21 Edward F. Potthoff, "Teaching Combinations: Reduotio 
Ad Abaurdum", School Review. XLIXI, June 1930, p. 306.
22 Harold Sullivan,
Teach and Sports Coaohi 
of Minnesota",
North Dakota,
lulli  "Trends ana ] 
>or a c ed Within tl
friBfflffiSg * * *
d ITacticea m  Subjects Coaches 
he last Ten Tears In the state 
s Thosla. University of
In aohools below two hundred the commercial teaoher
tho department,taught the least number of hours i 
while in schools above that enrol 
teachers taught least outside their deportment
enrollment below 100
it, home economies
In small schoola
activities and In all schools, athad some extraourrle
least 85 percent of teachers ]jad some activity to super­
isle teach its were least troubledvise. Generally, the 
with extraeurrioular work, while n high percentage of physical
ioipated in activities beyond the' „ly reflects the predominance of 
physical education teachers, 
in all sch>ola, regardless of site, 
carried the heaviest total teaching load in 
There may be several explanations 
that the bond would constitute on
education instructors
on can surmise
were so
It is true
but
Art teachers in. schools bolow three hundred taught 
Tory little in their o*n department, teaching twice as much 
outside of their field as they die. in their field. This 
would seem to contradic t a study node by a.A. Ronlne23 wlx> 
in a study of 2128 teachers and their teaching combinations 
in the state of Colorado found thiX 90 percent of the art 
majors were teaching irt their major field. Hi a study does 
support this survey oortoorninc physical education. There 
he found that only 98 percent of 1:he teachers were teaching
in their chosen field.
special fields are as folio.mi Oommerol&l, 60 percent; home
economics, 94 percent;
with tills study in the 
thesis, home economics
industrial
■uslo, 77 peroent. Rottine»s survey would also be inconsistent
60
His figures for the other four
arts, 82 peroent; and
field of homo economics. In this 
teachers appear to do relatively 
little teaching outside of their major field.
It was felt advisable to include a table showing 
the enrollment in depajtrwnta aocording to the slse of the 
school, and showing also the enrollment per semester, fable 
XXVIII, which contains this information, follows on the 
next page.
23 8. A. Romine, * Subject Combinations and Teaching loads
Review. Vol. 87:991-08,in secondary so&ools”, December, 1949.
£ohool
t a b u ; xmxx
ENROLL*O;NT IB DEPARTMENTS ACCORDING TO SIZE OF SCHOOL
Department 0-99 100-199 200-299 300 and over
lat Sam, 2nd Sera, lat Sam. 2nd sea, lat Sea. 2nd ::>eo. let sea. 2nd Sen,
Industrial
Arte 52 50 1759 1766 1905 1932 7,452 7,515
Art IPO 120 639 641 4,327 4,539
Commercial 1270 1260 3277 3230 2633 2590 8,244 6,193
Home
Eoonoolos 210 209 2259 2296 1969 2072 6,004 6,003
Bttele----------- M S ------569------ 3183-----3033------3881----- 3968-----13,616---13,698
Physical
Education 1777 1778 5245 5267 5050 5061 17,151 17,093
It was thought 
mld-tera promotion is
that in thi largest schools where 
otioed extensively that the teacher
load might be affeoted 
aentp but on reviewing
pra
by an increase or decrease in enroll- 
Table XXVICl, the change from one
semester to the next ijs so slight as to be nogligable. Ap­
parently mid-term fluctuations may be disregarded as far as 
*teaching load* complications are concerned.
in examining the departmental enrollments for in­
dustrial arts and home economics in Table XXVIII, and then 
referring to Table XXIV as to number of teachers necessary 
in these departments, a question arises as to the advisa­
bility of teaching theso subjects in the small school cur­
riculum. Both of these departments require a fairly heavy 
outlay of costly equipment to satisfy state accrediting 
standards. Perhaps other courses would be more practical 
in sohools of small enrollments.
Table XXVIII indicates that music evidently is a 
popular subject, particularly in the larger schools, while 
commercial courses in ill schools, regardless of size has 
a definite appeal for the student of today.
The number of tines a Qians meets per week has a 
definite bearing on "teaching load*, a  class which meets 
only once a week would clearly require less preparation 
than a class which has five sessions per week. To make
69
an analysis of this situation required the formation of 
another table. This table lista 
departmental class meet 
listed for each of the 
0-99; 100-199; 200-299; 
la presented on the fallowing page.
the nianber of times each 
• per week, The responses were 
four enrollment classifications; 
and over 300. This Table XXIX
t a b u : x x i x
DATS PER WEEK CLASS MEETS
Department 0-99
X 2 3 4 5
100-199
1 2 3 4 0
300 and over 
1 2 3 4 5
Industrial
Arts 2 1 26 23 1 39 
Art 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1  26
Comwrolal 24 40 28 1 38
Home
Economics 5 39 27 2 37 
■usle 3 0  4 0 4 2 8  4 3  18 2 7 1 3 0
Physical
Education 12 9 17 7 12 17 7 6 7 10 23
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on examination of Table XXIX, one notes only two 
of the departments, commercial an<i home eoonomlos, meet
regularly five times a 
exoeption3, industrial
from one to five times
■voelt in all schools* With but two
arts olassns also meet five tiroes
weekly* Art classes show the wldost variation, from meeting
per week*
such a variation is difficult to 1*235lain. It is the most
Just why there should be
recent of the special 
rioulum which may aooo 
In nuslo and 
are spread out in a f 
and five times weekly*
ents 
for thifc
in the high school otav 
tendency, .
olass meetingsleal educ tion the 
ly regular pattern of twice, tiiree 
Moat musical group* outside of band
do not meet each day because of the necessity of meshing
many small vooal and instrumental groins during an assigned 
time period. Physical education in Minnesota is administered 
tinder three different jprograms, a L B, and 0, which fulfill 
varying requirement standards. The minimum requirement 
demands two classes of physical education each week. Table 
XXIX shows that this program predominates In schools below 
300 enrollment, while the larger schoola complete the maximum 
requirement of five classes per week, in schools with enroll­
ments ranging from 100 to 300, a preference for the three or 
four olasses per week seems to exist. Lack of space, perhaps, 
is the reason for this arrangement as much as anything.
L LIn respect to “teaching load* for the various
66
the teaoher who has to 
lmes a week would be
departments, It would appear that 
prepare regular assignments fire
more heavily burdened although there is some question as.
to the aoouraoy of this line of reasoning. The teaoher
of tauslo who has a 
have a greater burden 
preparation. This sti 
ables due to its limit
number of different groups may 
to the greater variety of the 
oannot ahswer all these iraponder- 
soope.
In oonputlng “teaching loud11, the aoadonio load 
oannot be the sole criteria for determination, Extra­
curricular work also must be considered. This chapter has 
been devoted to the aoadonio load, while the extraourrloular 
phase shall be considered in the following chapter,
-Mggg 2l gaatfw?
The average total load determined in this study 
is very much in aooordanoe with the national average as 
determined by figures fron the National Education Assoc­
iation,
The number of ) lours teaohers instruct outside of 
their own speciality varies inversely with the else of 
school. In other word#, the less teaohers in a system, 
the more general becomes their teaching load.
Physical education teachers spend more time teach­
ing outside their field than do Instructors in other Aeport-
horae economics teachers spend most 
teaching time within their department.
In small schools, all teachers assume charge of
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some extracurricular work, ohile in larger schools the por-
to the eoonomlo praotioa- 
and industrial arts in
oentage is approximately 85 percent.
Art toaohers tend to teach very little in their 
own departments.
There is some question as 
bllity of teaching home economics 
the very small school.
lfuslo appears to be the rabst popular elective, no 
matter what the slse of the school, although oomneroial 
subjects exerted a strong appeal.
Art classes show a great Variation in the number 
of times the class meets per week, This variation exists 
in physical education and music but the causes are more 
easily ascertainable.
Teacher Load In
OHAPTHfl IV
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Extracurricular Activities
Xt is self-evident that teacher load cannot be 
divorced from time consumption and extracurricular activities 
do require time in varying degreea. "Time la the essence of 
life and therefore, of rork; in tie modern world more people 
are paid on a time basis than any other. Laborers, un-skilled 
and serai-skilled, or if t arum and trades all rookon the value 
of their work in texvis of time, f’tven the professions, while 
employing fee sohedulea based on difficulty of performance, 
rely to a very great extent upon the time factor in evaluating 
their work. Upon what basis are teaahers paid? Xa there 
recognition of teaoher load in terms of time required to 
perform the servicea asked of teaahera? Is there recognition 
of preparation and training for tie job? Is there rooog-
and if so, is this a 
the fringe of teaoher
nltion of the educational level as which a teaoher performs,
id polioy
survey^.
A  survey of the city schools of 3an Diego, Gallf- 24
These questions lurk in 
•24
24 Oswald Tufte, ”A  survey of the Tim® Load of Teachers 
in Accredited schools of Eastern ) forth Dakota”, unpublished 
Master1 s Thesis. University of Hoirth Dakota, Aufnwt.’IflW' 
p . »• w m
o m i a 28 found that while ourrioular assignments are usually 
equal, there are great inequalities in time load allotted 
to extraourrioular activities,
While this study oannot oonoern itself with all the 
pros and oons which currently ragp in connection with extra­
curricular work, it oah present a picture of the amount of 
hours that teachers in the special departments average per 
week outside of the classroom,
P.W. Terry stales, "The heavier loads tend to he 
borne by teachers of pliysioal adulation, muaio, English, 
science, and social studies*.28 Oils study shows that 
physical education, industrial arts, and music in that 
order, bear the larger extraourriouliir loads (Tables XXXI, 
XXXII, XXXIII, and XXXIV). Heavy athletic ooaohing duties 
tend to give larger activity burdens to physical education 
and industrial arts teachers surveyed.
since there was suoh a large variation in pay 
scales for extracurricular work and a laok of response on 
the part of s o m  schools as to e^tra compensation, it was *26
20 Ralph 0. Dullard and Robert E. Jenkins, "Our Children
August, 1946,
26 P#w. Terry, Extra' 
High school. ffarwioh
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Impossible to make an extensive study of pay for extra work. 
However, G.L. Bowlby,2? principal of the Dalton, Massachusetts 
High school declares that there is a growing revolt by teach- 
el's, against overtime work that is not reflected in their 
pay envelopes. This may tend to {Lower local standards of 
teaching. Mr. Bowlby night also have pointed out that many 
teachers who are not paid * extra" for extracurricular work 
need to make "extra" money by working outside of school, and 
that this, also tends to lower teaching efficiency.
Not all schools reported extra pay far extraour- 
rloular activities, only 48 of the 156 schools submitting 
reports gave Indication that they paid extra for such duties. 
This information Is given in Table XXX on page 71. 27
27 G.L. Bowlby, "A Little Extra 
DutlM", Claarlnr Home. »pt< ‘
for Those Extracurricular 
, Volume 22:20, 1947.
TAB 1£ XXX
PEROEKT OF SCHOOLS 
EXTRA PAX FOR EXX1UOURH
7EPORFXMI 
.ICULAR w o r k
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Tisrssat-------
for Coaches 
ana riualo only
------------------ F e w
Size of School for 
_____________ Activation
T c rSenT
Peaches only
0-99*
100-199*
200-299 
300 and over
Total
08j3
12*5
20*7
31*2
72.7
— L
06.3
06.3
12.6
06.3
02.1
06.3 
14.7
* One school reported extra pay far class play.
It will be noted that as the school enrollment 
increases, the number of schools paying extra for worts 
outside the classroom increases. For those paying extra, 
the tendency seems to be to pay far all extrneurrioular 
activities and not only for athletio coaching and music.
In general, a large number of schools pay the athletio 
coach and music Instruetors larger salaries which indirectly 
is extra pay for extra work, on page eleven of this study, 
a sohedulo of compensation for eaoh extracurricular activity 
is presented. This schedule was adopted by the Minneapolis 
schoola in 1948. several of the respondents included
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schedules of extracurricular compensation with their 
questionnaire. It was felt that & sample of suoh a 
schedule from a smaller school mipht be Included in this
study. A sample of the oonpenoatl 
special activities of the Springfield, Minnesota school 
is listed below:
$150 head coach football 100 for director of speech 100 for adult classes 
75 for assistant ooaoh
75 for track
76 for baseball coach 
80 for advisor to annual 
50 for advisor to school paper
fables XXXI, XXXII, XXXni, and XXXIV, beginning
on page 73, show the number of hours a week
spends in doing work outside of the classroom.
ooaoh
or basketball 
i o
football or basketball
.ons for the various
a teacher
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a v o u c h : HOURS Of 
IN SPt 
M
t a b u ; x x x i 
e x t r a c u r r
OIAL DEPAK 
iroilnent O-
:c u l a r  a c t i v i t i e s
*UEHTS
m
*----- - --------------- Nimber
Department of
Teachers ^ 5 3PeiSal Hours for Mean Hours L Teachers per Week f week Per Teacher
Industrial Arts 1 
Art
Commercial IV 
Home noonomios £ 
Music I 
Physical Education IS
i
6
63
10
6
140.5
0
•
3.7
5
6.
7.6
AVERAGE HOURS Of 
IN SPE 
".xirc
t a b u : xxxii
EXTRAOURE 
IOIAL DEPAK 
llment loo
;
tCULAR ACTIVITIES
M I T S
*109
— m S 5 s r ~
j Department of
Teachers
-----To
AX
Pe:
Sal Hours fen* Wean Hours 
► Teachers Per week 
* Week Per Teacher
Industrial Arts 11 
Art
Commercial 1? 
Home Economics IS 
Music e 
Physical Education 33
93
*
61.0
53*5
26.5
247
8.4
•
3*6
3*5
4*4
7.4
Tabu* xxxrr
HXTRACtf 
H a l  d e p. 
lent 300
Hours for
46
EXTRACU 
HAL DEP
AIL
PSP
Tsaohers
weekTeae!
AVERAGE H0UR3 
ZN
Dspartmsnt
CUL/VR ACTIVITIES NTS 
299
hoan Hours 
Per week 
Pm * Teacher
Industrial Arts 
Art
ConmsroiaX 
Horae Economics 
Music
Physical Education
109
42.5
57.6 
254,5
2,6
5,7
fci
AVERAGE HOURS IH ^ ACTIVITIES 
over
Department
" Hours 
Per week 
Per Teacher
Industrial Arts 
Art 
Commercial 
Hone Economics 
Music 
Physical Education
209.5
35.5
91.5
101.6 
159,5 
247,0
"A olose relationship soetta to exist between
physical education and coaching."*® This evidently oroatos 
the large extra ourrloular load for physical eluoation in­
structors. Ooaoliing athletics denands a larger outlay of 
tine than do nost activities outsi.de the classroom. The 
nuslo teacher falls heir to a large nunber of associated 
outside activities /hioh tends to 
While art, oonweroial and 
do not hare as many hours per wee! 
the other three speolal departnen
bring up the weekly load, 
hone eoononics teachers 
of extra activities as 
Instructors, neverthe­
less, all average at least 2.5 hours per week.
J JThe teachers in larger schools, generally speaking, 
spend fewer hours on the average per week than do those 
of the smaller schools which, in view of the larger faculties, 
rould appear reasonable, what does seem surprising is the
fact that the teachers 
average more hours per 
the figures indicate.
in the smallest
limited faculty, the extraourriou! jip load would be higher 
since the schools participate in most of the out-of-school 
activities conducted by the larger soliools. However, this
28 Harold Sullivan, " 
Teach and Sports Coach 
of Minnesota", Unpubll 
North Dakota, 19B1, p
schools do not
week in extracurricular work than 
It would soon tliat in view of tJie
s and 3>raotloes in Subjects Coaches 
Within the Last Ten Years in the state 
Master s Thesis. University of
is merely supposition 
previous charts do not) bear this
76
and the figures presented in the
out.
iinoo the questionnaire requested that each eohool 
list all the extracurricular activities participated in by 
the teachers in the six speoial departments, a table list- 
lng the frequency of tfiese activities was prepared. The 
frequency with which t}*ey ooourred was listed for each en­
rollment range. Twonty-tliree different types of extracurric­
ular activities were conducted by 
departments (Table XXXjT, page 77).
the teaohers of the speoial
Tiiiie xxxv
T O E  AND FR&aUENCX OF 
ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED
77
EXTRAOUHRICUUR 
IN SCHOOLS
Activity 0-09 100-19 300 and over
Athletics
Basketball
Football
Baseball
Hookey
Track
Assistant Coach
Journalises
Paper
Annual
Hot Lunch
M U 8 lO
Chorus 
Glee Club 
Band
Mixed Chorus 
Prom
School Patrol
Dramatics
Plays
Speech
Coach
Clubs
GAA
FHA
23
22
7
8 
1
12n
2
6
1
5
1
3
1
3
0
12
41
39
5
10
8
2412
8
0
92
10
1
4
7
7
7
23
26
4
11
11
17
8
7 
4 
9
8
12
3
1
10
11
6
23
22
4
4
8
22
6
15
13
4
3
6
11
7
32
3
27
22
10
Advisors 
Miscellaneous 
Athletic Director
6 11 12 22
5 11 9 36
1 1 6
■ activities present a 
very smallest and the 
> phase of education whore 
So for hotter or worse.
Generally, ex 
varied and complex pi' 
very largest schools, 
all schools find a 001
This is om»
level
ixtraourrioularthe ooourrioular, the <
(call it what you will 
presents a burden of o 
considered a part of t! 
work done beyond the r 
adjustment should be o  
slderable research and will have to be settled in the not
the special activities
broad and extensive. Zt 
the teaohftr and must be
Xf it la to be 
it would appear that some 
This Pennine a problem for oon-
vhole teaching load 
liar load
too distant future since 
growing rapidly.
the extracurricular program is
of the
Morrison*s statement that "3ervlee and not salary
men and women*29is the measure of sue as among professional
cannot be donled (loss, the efficiency of an over*
be Jeopardised to such an axtontloaded teaching staff 
that there con be no nuooess*
A trend, that anchors should receive extra pay 
ties, seen!i to be developing, outfor out-of-class aotl
29 R.H. Morriaon, "Tei 
Kduoatlon Journal. Mari Profession11. Nationalt  Tiir 1 j  t  m  wi mi u19
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of the 106 responding nchoois, 46 Indicated that some 
arrangement has been made to pay tor extracurricular work 
and 36 of the schools allotted pay for all types of extra­
curricular activity, There is considerable debate as to 
the nerlta of this tendency, but the trend Is apparent from 
the figures quoted above, .
The average hours per week that teachers of the 
special departments devoted to outside activities ranged
from 2,5 to 8,4 hours.
by E.W. Anderson In 1929 who concluded that *The amount of
time spent by teaohers
range from individuals
This differs somewhat from a study
in auoh work varies greatly, but
the average ranges front 1 to 4,4 hours per week, with the
running 0 to 13 hours.*30
Physical education, Indus'
teachers, In that order, oarry th«i greatest extracurricular 
load per week. Every teacher, however, devoted at least
2,6 hours per week to wjark outside 
The teaohers in sohools, having an
the regular curriculum, 
enrollment over 300, 
averaged less hours per week in extracurricular work than 
those in smaller sohools. Ho matter what the size of the 
school, physical education teaohers averaged much the 
same time In outside activities.
30 E.W. Anderson, *Extraourrio 
Research Bulletin. Vol. 8 t316-17,
arts, and muslo
ulajMXities*, Educational
All sohoola, both largo ana small# oonduot a large 
and varied program of •rtrnourrioullar activities. Moat 
achocla participated in the groatolr portion of the twenty- 
three different types of extracurricular activities.
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To draw conclusions from iftiis survey, or any survey, 
la * natter which oust be approaalied with caution. The 156 
schools surveyed may ot fray not reflect situations vrhich 
are the sane as that of another group of 156 schools of 
ooraparable else, TherC are many factors trfiidi would tend 
to cause deviation such as the location of the schools, 
different state and local standards, and philosophies of 
the schools involved. The survey should have value as far 
as it concerns costs per pupil hour in the special depart- 
monts surveyed, especially for administratora in Minnesota 
public schools, A so roll of lite:nature indicated there had 
been little research in regard to costs involved in special
the past decade, Since special 
rapidly in the past thirty years, 
be valuable.
departments, at least 
departments have deve 
a national survey 
All oonol 
purposes presented in
1, To determine the amount of money spent in 
special departments in the school it of Minnesota for equip­
ment and supplies, exclusive of s*tlarlec.
The overall picture would seem to indicate that
will relate definitely to the 
ter X,
the smallest schools labor under a such heavier financial
burden than do the larger schools
departments. It would
82
In supportInc their special
be recommended that further study be 
made of ways in which to alleviate this situation. It might 
be done by departmental state aids graduated to the enroll­
ment of the school. Ibis Is mere]y a suggestion, but it 
would appear from this study that something must be done In 
this direction.
2. To determine the relative salaries of teachers 
In these special departments.
There were morn physical education Instructors 
than there were teachers in any of the other departments. 
This was true for all enrollment classifications. Industlal 
arts Instructors generally commanded the highest salariesrexcept those teaching in the smallest schools. Art teach­
ers wero paid the leant and there were relatively few of.
them in comparison with the other five departments. Sala­
ries definitely Increased with Increased enrollment of the 
schools. .
3. To determine the teacher load in these special 
departments.
The average to toiler load determined by this study 
was slightly below 25 hours per week. This oomared favor­
ably with the national average determined by the National
Education Association
The number of hours teachers Instruct out aide of 
their own spooiatlty vhrlod inversely with the else of the 
school. That la, the leas teachers In a system, the more 
general becomes their teao; -.inn load.
Physical education te&chejrs spend more time instruct­
ing outside their fie 
monta. Commercial 
time within their 
teach very little in 
The teaching 
curricular, averages 
of course, represents 
and does not include
than do Instructors in other depart- 
hone econonlofli teachers spend noat 
it, while art teachers tend to 
ir own department.
, Including curricular and extra- 
35 lioura a, week. This figure, 
actual .foiklnr tine .'ith students 
spent in lesson planning, preparing
examinations, correcting papers, and related work. This 
tine phase was not part of this study. It has been studied 
Intensively in other studies, however*
4. TO determine the cost per student hour In these 
departments.
Since the cost per pupil incur decreases with Increased 
enrollment (page 45), the survey indicates that the 
schools, particularly those having an enrollment of below
31 National Education
Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 1, February, 1951.
Association, •’Teaching Load*, He search
100, carry a relatively heavier financial burden In order 
that they might include the six special departments in tlielr 
curriculum. Perhaps state aids should be revised with this 
in mind.
The highest costs per stu 
department of Industrie! arts wit 
this respect. oeiwralty, the Noo 
departments mas below 238.6 cents.
The ranges of the special 
pupil hour Should be of sp 
so they nre listed In aeoei 
enrollment classifications
ib nusio being second in 
at per ptpll hour* In all
Thee» follow belowg
0-99 Enrollment
#.210 for mu 
.228 for ph 
.303 for od 
.370 for h« 
.727 for in
ileal education
100-199 Enrollment
#.191 for phyali 
.256 for music 
.270 for oerntte: 
.285 for lione t 
.372 for Indus' 
.399 for art
200-299 Enrollment
^'.137 for phyal 
.162 for apt 
.192 for oonno 
.206 for enisle 
.262 for Ivone i
at ion
__________ ooonoriies
257 fpr industrial arts
Over 300
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$.142 for
.160 for oorncrolal 
.207 for physioal ©duration 
.227 for nfialc 
.227 for heme eoononlos 
.261 for industrial arts
The ooots per pvptX hour in all the apeoial depart- 
cent a, while by no aeons are insignificant figures, are not 
disproportionate when vie /ad against the oosts of other 
public oorvioes. Howeter, there la room for Improvement. 
This may be brought about by consolidation of the smaller 
unite, more intensive use of existing equipment, and 
proved techniques of instruction.
8. To determine the toaohor load in extraourrioular 
activities.
>«rs per week that teaohers of the111. average ho<
special departments devoted to outside aotlvities ranged 
from 2.5 to 8.4 hours. Physical education, industrial arts, 
and music teachers, in that order , carry the greatest extra­
curricular load per week. Every teacher devoted at least 
2.6 hours por week to work outside the regular curriculum.
Sie teachers in schools 1 laving an enrollment over 300, averaged 
less hours per week in extracurricular work tlian those in 
smaller sohoole.
Xn snail schools, all teachers as sum# oJ large of some
extracurricular 
percentage Is
No Batter
whilo in the larger schools, the
nAltfinnf
, the oohool, phyalonl
eAuoatlon M M  -ueh ft. - * »  t * .  i» outetae
Activities.
Most schools 
the twenty-three 
listed by the
A  trend, 
out-of-class 
156 responding
In the greater portion of 
of extracurricular activities
should receive extra pay for
to he developing. Out of the
indloatod that sane arrangement 
has been made to pay for extracurricular work, and 35 of the 
schools allotted pay for all type* of extracurricular activity 
There Is considerable debate as tc the norite of the tendency, 
hut the trend Is apparent from the
Zn oonoluslon, the survey 
profitable. While not completely
figures quoted above, 
would seen to have been 
solving any problem, it
has uncovered none interesting facts and definitely indicated 
the need for further study on a broader scope.
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APPENDIX I 
DATA FOR SCHOOL XKAA 1900-SI
EX/W3>UE________
Industrial Arta
££l_____________
Comoro ial■■ ! a ..... m M m S m m u m m  i— m ■— »«■
Homo Hoonotaloa
150
Health, physical 
Education, and 
R e o r o a t l o n _ _ _ _ _ _
Industrial Arts 
Iio'ur'a
T1--------------
*a---------------
*3---------------
Other Subjects 
Subject Hours
' 90_____ ■------- ----
s !
APPKNDI
Art Kxtrao
X 1 (GontLi 
ART
urrloular
nuod)
\otlvltlea Other Subjeots
Hours Aotivl
t , ...................... rL
ty Hours Subject Hours
................ ........^ .. T
IWjj[ i  ;m !s
Commercial Kztrao
ssssssak
urrloular L»UJtlVitl09 other Subjects
Hours Activity
__________________________ i____________
&>ura subject itours
m
....................... 1.— ......  .... J" ■ 1 "JIIJI T
Homo Eoonoraioa Extras
E ECONOMIC 
urrloular ,
s
lotivltios Other Subjects
Hours Activity 
T, ___________________
Hours subject itours
\
_____  ________ —  . .. I
| a • .....
itoalQ Extract
MUSIC
urrloular JCtivltios Other Subjects
Hours Activity
________ c _________
Hours subject Hours
* « - ...... -........ -.......
'
APPEHDXa X (Continued)
PHYSICS EDUCATION AMD HECnUATlOHHEALTH
Other SubjectsActivitiesealth. Physical
on. aiicT
• le o r e a tir n
Hours Activity Subject HoursHours
Are teaohern paid an additional
eurrioular activities? ZSfl,
JIf so, please send along a copy 
extra pay*
Do you wish a return 
YES________ HO_________ .
amount of money for extra-
NO
of the schedule for this
th® remits of this survey?
Al&en
Alexandria
Amboy
Aimandale
Appleton
Argyle
Arlington
Aohby
Atwater
Audubon
BaokU3
Badger .
Bagloy
Baraesvllle 
Barnun 
Barrett 
Battle Lake 
Bayport 
Beardsley 
Bearer Creek 
Bemldjl
LIST GRTXNC
Cokato
ig take
Prario
sago City
City
LIST
Com Trey 
Cromrall 
Crosby-Iron ton 
G y m s
Pear Rlvor 
Dover
Kaat Grand Dorics 
Eden Valley 
Kdfrerton 
Elbow Lake 
Elkton 
Ely
Eraklne
Evansville
Eyota
Fairfax
Falnaont
Felton
Finlayson
Frost
Fulda
Gaylord
APPEHMX ZX (Continued)
T0^H3 JvZ
Lenwood
LttercLal
iternatlonal Falla
Karlstad
Kaaaon
APPENDIX 
LIST (if 1
JCerkhoven 
Lake Denton 
Lake Crystal 
Lakefield
Lake Park‘
Lakevillo
Lake Tilaon 
lanoaster 
LaPorte
Lester Prairie
Litchfield
Little Falls
Luveme
Mabel
Madiewi
Mahtonod
Maple Lake 
Mapleton 
Marietta 
Middle River 
Milana
II (Continued)Totms rasoRriNo 
Ulan 
Mllroy
Minnesota Lake 
joor’ioad
Pelteraett 
Pi
APP
LIST
Redwood Falls 
Renville 
Itothaay 
Rush City 
Rushfard 
Sauk Rapids 
Sleepy Eye 
Springfield 
storbuok 
at. Charles 
Ot. Cloud 
Stephen 
st. Louis Park 
St. peter 
3trandquist 
Svanvllle 
Thief River 
Traoy 
Ulen 
Vemdale 
Watorvllle 
/lllraar

